Genetic analysis of an inbred Pakistani family PKDF280, segregating prelingual severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss, provided evidence for a DFNB locus on human chromosome 9q34.3. Co-segregation of the deafness trait with marker D9SH159 was determined by a two-point linkage analysis (LOD score 9.43 at h¼0). Two additional large families, PKDF517 and PKDF741, co-segregate recessive deafness with markers linked to the same interval. Haplotype analyses of these three families refined the interval to 3.84 Mb defined by D9S1818 (centromeric) and D9SH6 (telomeric). This interval overlaps with the previously reported DFNB33 locus whose chromosomal map position has been recently revised and assigned to a new position on chromosome 10p11.23-q21.1. The nonsyndromic deafness locus on chromosome 9q segregating in family PKDF280 was designated DFNB79. We are currently screening the 113 candidate DFNB79 genes for mutations and have excluded CACNA1B, EDF1, PTGDS, EHMT1, QSOX2, NOTCH1, MIR126 and MIR602. 
INTRODUCTION
The genetic heterogeneity of nonsyndromic recessive deafness (DFNB) reflects the complexity of structure and function of the vertebrate inner ear. Fifty-three DFNB loci have been mapped and reported. 1, 2 The rate at which novel DFNB loci have been mapped over the past 10 years has been relatively constant. Approximately five new DFNB loci have been reported each year since 1998 despite the frequent assignment of linkage of deafness segregating families to known DFNB loci. Thus, it has become necessary to ascertain more and more large families to identify a novel DFNB locus. To date, a gene has yet to be identified for 60% of the DFNB loci.
Medlej-Hashim et al. 3 reported the mapping of DFNB33 to chromosome 9q34.3 in a single family from Jordan with a LOD score of 3.38. However, the linkage of DFNB33 deafness segregating in the Jordanian family on 9q34.3 was recently reported to be spurious, and subsequently DFNB33 was reassigned to chromosome 10p11.23-q21.1. 4 Here, we report three Pakistani families with prelingual hearing loss supporting the existence of a DFNB locus, DFNB79, on chromosome 9q34.3.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study participants
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the National Centre of Excellence in Molecular Biology (NCEMB), Lahore, Pakistan and the Combined Neuroscience IRB at the National Institutes of Health, USA (OH-93-N-016). Written informed consent was obtained from all of the study participants. Hearing was evaluated by pure-tone (air conduction) audiometry at octave frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz. Vestibular function was evaluated by tandem gait and Romberg testing. The ocular evaluation comprised slit lamp and funduscopic examinations.
Genotyping and sequencing
Blood was obtained through venipuncture and genomic DNA was extracted using a standard protocol. 5 We initially excluded linkage to the reported DFNB loci in the year 2001 using STR (short tandem repeat) markers. Subsequently, a genome-wide scan was undertaken by using 388 fluorescently labeled microsatellite markers spaced at an average interval of 10 cM across the genome (ABI Prism Linkage Mapping Set, v2.5 Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Markers were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) on a Gene Amp PCR 9700 (Applied Biosystems) and were analyzed on an ABI Prism 3100 Genetic Analyzer. Alleles were assigned using Genescan and Genotyper software (Applied Biosystems). The FASTLINK (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ CBBresearch/Schaffer/fastlink.html) computer package was used to calculate LOD scores. 6 MLINK was used for two-point LOD scores. Marker order and map distances were obtained from the Marshfield genetic map (http:// research.marshfieldclinic.org). An autosomal recessive mode of inheritance with complete penetrance and a disease allele frequency of 0.001 were used for linkage analysis.
Candidate gene screening
Positional candidate genes were identified using the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics web browser (UCSC Genome Bioinformatics Build 36.1: http://genome. ucsc.edu/). Primers used for PCR amplification and sequencing of CACNA1B, EDF1, PTGDS, EHMT1, QSOX2, NOTCH1, MIR126 and MIR602 from the flanking region of each exon were designed using Primer3.
RESULTS
The segregation of hearing loss in families PKDF280, PKDF517 and PKDF741 is consistent with autosomal recessive inheritance (Figures 1  and 2 ). Affected individuals displayed prelingual, bilateral and severe to profound hearing loss. There is some variability in the severity of hearing loss observed among the affected individuals of DFNB79 families (Figure 4) . Only air conduction thresholds were available, and thus we cannot rule out a conductive component of the hearing loss. Tandem gait and Romberg testing were normal in affected individuals indicating that there is no obvious vestibulopathy. We identified no evidence of bone, skin or renal anomalies or a vision disorder. We found no other obvious clinical manifestations co-segregating with hearing loss in the study participants.
A preliminary linkage survey of deafness segregating in family PKDF280 revealed no linkage to any known DFNB loci known in 2001. Evidence of linkage to chromosome 9q34.3 was obtained through a subsequent genome-wide linkage analysis. Mapping with additional STR markers and haplotype analysis defined a linkage interval of 3.84 Mb (Figure 1) , without a telomeric meiotic breakpoint in PKDF280. However, D9S1818 (136.27 Mb) defined the centromeric boundary in affected individual VI:2 ( Figure 1) . A significant twopoint LOD score (Z max ) of 9.43 at (y¼0) was obtained for the marker D9SH159 (138.33 Mb; Table 1) .
A cohort of more than 700 consanguineous DFNB families has been ascertained in Pakistan at the NCEMB. We screened these families using STR markers and found two additional families segregating deafness (PKDF517 and PKDF741) linked to DFNB79 (Figure 2 ). PKDF741 yielded a maximum two-point LOD score (Z max ) of 3.25 for markers D9SH159, D9S905, D9SH169 and D9S1838 (Table 1) . The maximum two-point LOD score (Z max ) for family PKDF517 was 4.30 at y¼0 for markers D9SH159 and D9SH5 (Table 1) . Meiotic recombinations in affected individuals from each DFNB79 family delineate the centromeric boundary at marker D9S1818 (136.27 Mb; Figures 1  and 2 ). The inferred haplotypes of affected individual V:7 in PKDF517 provided evidence for the telomeric boundary of the DFNB79 locus at marker D9SH6 (Figure 2) . Assuming locus homogeneity, these three DFNB79 families define a critical linkage interval of 3.84 Mb on chromosome 9q34.3 (Figure 3) , and each of the three DFNB79 families has a distinct haplotype across the refined linkage interval, suggesting different mutant alleles.
Three deafness loci have been mapped earlier to chromosome 9, including DFNA36/DFNB7/DFNB11 7 , DFNB31 8,9 and DFNA47. 10 The genetic interval of DFNB79 does not overlap with any of these three deafness loci (Figure 3) . The DFNB79 locus has 113 annotated and hypothetical genes located in an approximately 3.84 Mb interval (Figure 3) . The coding exons and flanking intronic sequence of CACNA1B, EDF1, PTGDS, EHMT1, QSOX2, MIR126, MIR602 and NOTOCH1 were sequenced in two affected individuals from each of the three DFNB79 families analyzed in this study, and no pathogenic sequence variants were identified.
DISCUSSION
Families PKDF280, PKDF517 and PKDF741 provide evidence for DFNB79, a novel nonsyndromic recessive deafness locus on chromosome 9q34.3. Each of the three families reported here has a unique DFNB79 haplotype suggesting a multiple allelic series, assuming a single mutated gene is responsible for this phenotype.
There are 113 candidate genes in the DFNB79 critical linkage interval and several of them are expressed in the inner ear, 11 including QSOX2, NOTCH1, EDF1, PTGDS, EHMT1 and CACNA1B. 12 CACNA1B encodes a voltage-dependent calcium channel. Calcium homeostasis is crucial for mechanoelectrical transduction, 13 but no mutations were found in the 46 exons of this gene. A transmembrane receptor, NOTCH1, is crucial for inner ear development. 14 However, we did not find a pathogenic mutation in the 34 exons and flanking intronic sequence of NOTCH1 in affected individuals of our DFNB79 families. We also did not find a mutation in EDF1, PTGDS, EHMT1 and QSOX2, which encode a transcription co-activator, an enzyme necessary for the synthesis of prostaglandin, a histone methyltransferase and neuroblastoma-derived sulfhydryl oxidase, respectively. Recently, a dominant mutation of MIR96 responsible for human DFNA50 nonsyndromic deafness 15 and a semidominant mutation of Mirn96 causing rapid progressive hearing loss phenotype in the diminuendo mouse 16 were reported. The DFNB79 interval includes two microRNAs genes, MIR126 and MIR602, but no mutant alleles were found. 
